CASE STUDY

LIZZIE MACDOUGALL –
Ceilidh Quilt Two

Tasgadh Grant Awarded
Total Project Cost
Tasgadh contribution as % of total
No. of beneficiaries

£500
£3,170
16%
314

Project Update:
The project CEILIDH QUILT TWO would involve people of all ages in celebrating traditional songs, tunes
and stories that are part of our heritage and help keep them alive for future generations. The project
would focus particularly on stories; incorporating sessions for people of different generations. These
would include; Storygathering, Storytelling, image making and a Ceilidh at the unveiling of the Quilt.
The Quilt would then be a legacy item for Storytelling sessions in the future, showcasing traditional
Highland Stories.
The project would focus on stories from the Dunbeath Area and the Inner Moray Firth.
In each area the project would start with Storytelling and Story-gathering sessions, inviting older
people to share their versions. The fragments, details and embellishments contributed by those who
knew these stories from years ago were important in making the Quilt genuinely reflect its origins’.
Next would be Appliqué Workshops for all age groups, to help people make the designs into appliqué
panels. These would then be quilted into the Quilt by expert, Brenda Sanders. A series of cards of the
Quilt would also be made to sell.
The Quilt would then be unveiled at Ceilidhs in Dunbeath and the Inner Moray Firth for all participants,
friends, family and public.

Brief Resume:
Lizzie llustrated the stories in her own time as part of her ‘in kind ‘ contribution to the project. She
developed these into simple patterns to be used by the participants during the story and applique
sessions. She made many copies of these drawings so they could be cut up to guide the cutting of the
fabric for the applique.
At the Storytelling and Appliqué Workshops, she shared the stories and invited people to assist in
making the designs into appliqué panels. She took all equipment and materials. however at each venue
people brought buttons, beads, ribbons, threads and fragments of cloth much of which have been
included in the panels. The project also benefited from a donation of fabric by ANTA.
The completed applique panels were then sent to Denmark to be quilted and then stitched in to a
patchwork border by quilting artist Brenda Sanders.
Outcome/Aims:
The 12 Panel Quilt now called The Gold and Silver Darlings Story Quilt was Quilted by expert Quilter
Brenda Sanders and unveiled in Cromarty in September.
Many people have taken part in the process and the involvement of each of the venues and their staff
has been very enriching to the project. That so many people who have taken part are involved in the
cultural heritage of their area makes the Quilt a very unique legacy item.

